
An ultrA wide bAse tire thAt delivers 
superior trAction And high mileAge.
A trusting tire makes a difference in extreme driving conditions, and the 902LTM has all the 
qualities to rely on.  Its innovative tread design provides maximum traction and even weight 
distribution for stable tread wear, while its enhanced rubber compound and casing design 
deliver low rolling resistance and increased retreadability.

Seven circumferential grooves enhance lateral stability and create long, 
even wear.

Zero Degree Belt provides weight distribution for even pressure and increased 
treadlife, ensuring the most stable footprint possible.

27/32” tread depth delivers maximum traction while providing extra-long 
treadlife.

Our scientifically advanced casing is created specifically to reduce strain 
and prevent casing growth, allowing for retread after retread.

Split, closed sipes improve acceleration and braking on ice, offering 
exceptional control under rough conditions.

EFFICIENCY Advanced design for fuel efficiency

AVAILABILITY Industry-leading support

Yokohama Emergency Service (YES) provides fast, 
efficient service any time of day—24/7.

SmartSolution Certified Program recognizes the best 
dealers in the industry assuring fleet customers will receive 
the most effective and efficient solutions to their trucking 
needs.

DEPENDABILITY Complete with tough casing design

LONGEVITY Constructed for long, even wear 

It’s In our DnA.
Our innovative business 
philosophy, SmartSolution,™ 
is our commitment to meeting 
the most essential demands 
of today’s fleets: Longevity, 
Efficiency, Availability and 
Dependability.

The specially engineered small block and sipe combo reduce heel-toe wear 
and increase fuel efficiency, all while providing confident snow traction.

Our advanced rubber compound lowers rolling resistance and reduces heat 
buildup, allowing for superior fuel economy.

TM

902L DriveUltra WiDe Base,
Long-HAuL/RegIonAL 

Verification Pending

https://www.carid.com/yokohama-tires/


Yokohama tires are subject to an ongoing development process. Yokohama Tire Corporation reserves the right to change product specifications at any time without notice or obligation. Not all models and sizes available in all locations.
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445/50R22.5 TBD 20L 208.6 14.00 -- 17.5 40.4 27 18.5 18.7 519 10200@120 75

Check out the collection of tires we offer.

https://www.carid.com/tires.html

